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The Andromede project (ANR-10-EQPX-23)† is a new imaging mass spectrometry instrument for surface analysis. With this new instrument surface modification and analysis will be performed using the impact of nano-particles (Au400+4) in the
keV to MeV range, the impacts will be localized using an electron proton emission microscope, EPEM. The instrument will be the center of a multidisciplinary research team, however a series of experiments will be devoted to studying the
fundamentals of ion-surface interactions, in particular the nano-particle surface interaction.
When a massive cluster impacts a surface at high velocity a large volume of material is sputtered from the surface, the ionized portion of which can be analyzed by mass spectrometry. In such conditions, the yield of molecular ions is significant,
exceeding one molecular ion per nano-particle impact and often surpassing a few ten molecular ions detected per impact. By pairing the mass spectrum obtained from a single projectile with the localization obtained from the EPEM, imaging
mass spectrometry can be performed on the event-by-event level. This has the distinct advantage of using coincidence methodology to study the co-localization of molecules at the nano-scale.

UHV Analysis Chamber
The facility where the Andromede Project will be housed can be
seen on the left. In this facility two EQUIPEX projects will be
placed in one location (Andromede and ThomX). This new
multi-disciplinary facility will foster collaborations between
physicists, chemists, biologists and medical researchers.
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On the right the CAD drawing of the UHV analysis chamber can
be found. The chamber is equipped with a SAS chamber which
allows for rapid sample introduction, without breaking vacuum.
The target holder (50x50mm) is a three axis sample with better
than 1µm position repeatability. The projectiles will enter the
chamber at 45°, and after impacting the target the secondary ions
are mass analyzed by a high mass resolution time of flight mass
spectrometer (m/Δm greater than 8000) and the projectile impact
is localized by the EPEM (resolution 1-2µm).
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 For impact energies at 4qMeV more than 50 molecular
ions per impact are observed.
 The Project will use two ion sources in tandem, a gold
Liquid Metal Ion Source, LMIS, and an Electron
Cyclotron Resonance Source, ECR.
 Available Projectiles from ECR : Ar+1-7, SF5+, He+,
CO2+, C60+1-3 etc..
 Available Projectiles from LMIS: Aunq+: Au1+, Au3+,
Au5+, Au9+, Au100nq+ (e.g. Au400+4 )

10 GHz ECR Source
LMIS: NAPIS Au NP
Source

Electron Proton Emission Microscope

Primary Ion Sources

An EEM for localizing electrons emitted from the impact of C60 projectiles was designed at Texas A&M University,
the new design to be used in the Andromede Project will include an option for magnetic deviation of the emitted
electrons. An improvement will incorporate an electro-spherical energy analyzer, ESA, to localize the projectile
impact (4qMeV Au400) in positive and negative ion mode by the deviation of emitted electrons or H+.

The production of primary ions for subsequent acceleration will be performed using two different sources, an liquid
metal ion source, LMIS, and a electron cyclotron resonance source, ECR.
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The LMIS is capable of producing a range of gold projectiles Aunq+: Au1+, Au3+, Au5+, Au9+, Au100nq+ (e.g. Au400+4 ) A) 20µA source current in
high mass resolution mode. B) 60µA source current (black), and 40µA source current (red), operation mode for production of Au nanoparticle.
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Design of the new EPEM to be installed into the Andromede Project
Left: Original design with magnetic deflection of emitted electrons
Center: Yield of Hn+, and C+ from impacts of Au400+4 at 2qMeV.
Right: New design with electro-spherical energy analyzer to deviate electrons or H+

Results from the Texas A&M design: the individual impact sites were localized within 1-2 μm. Even with this
resolution it is possible to determine extent of co-location of molecules at the 10nm level using the coincidence
methodology, selecting ions from a single projectile impact, the results are shown below. The simulation of the ESA
with the EPEM using SIMION indicates that an similar resolution (less than 5µm) can be achieved with this setup .
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The ECR is designed to produce a high intensity beam (micro-ampere range) by adjusting the magnetic field to promote the production of
high charge state ions or the production of molecular ions. A) Production of high charge state Ar+n B) Production of molecular ion CO2+
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A: Electrons used for localization of individual projectile impacts. B. Line scan of localized electrons C. Calculated lateral resolution of
EEM with different analysis conditions, this allows one to tune the resolution for the application D. Drawing of interaction. E. Mass
spectrometry image of co-localized molecules, 50:50 mixture of glycine and N15 Labeled glycine deposited onto a 400 line per inch grid.

•

The use of the EPEM to localize individual projectile impacts is a promising methodology for imaging mass
spectrometry for the event-by-event methodology. The high yield of H+ measured from impacts of Au400 is
encouraging and suggests the resolution of the EPEM can be improved through the use of more stringent
collimation (by software or the use of physical apertures).

•

The two primary ion sources have been successfully commissioned: the production of 900pA of the Au NP has
been achieved. The ECR source can deliver a few µA of multi-charged atomic ions, 40µA of CO2+, and a few
10nAs of C60+2,3.

•

The Andromede Project is in its final stages of reception: The keV LMIS, ECR, EPEM and mass spectrometer will
be installed onto the analysis chamber before November 2014 and the 4MeV accelerator with two ion sources will
be installed in Orsay in early 2015.
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